For your information, our Interior Stain Projects runs between $3.50 - $15 a sq. ft.,
depending on the condition of the concrete & prep required. All of our interiors floors are
sealed with upgraded polyurethane seals made by Arizona Polymer Flooring, the
leader in concrete products. This gives the customer a no wax maintenance floor,
reducing scuffs and scratching and giving a 9 -10 year life of the floor before needing
to reseal. No wax also eliminates all wear patterns & the continued build up from
layer after layer of cleaning products trapped by the wax.
Covering for a project so build out can be completed is .45 cents a sq ft - We like to come
in after framing, roof, rough ins & regular insulation - IF YOU ARE HAVING SPRAY
FOAM INSULATION, WE COME IN BEFORE THIS!!!! We always come in prior to
sheet rock, texture and paint as well.
Once your project is completed, we come back - pull all paper, clean and put final coats of
seal on.

What causes the price change, are things such as: Overlays, Multi-color,
and scoring/engraving, stamping, etc. These are certainly options that enhance the beauty of
your project.
Our Concrete Resurfacing Systems (Overlays) made by Miracote start at $6.75- $15 sq ft.
These are required for interiors where flooring has been down before or exteriors with
rough damaged concrete.
Exeriors are between $2.75 to $4.25 depending on the condition of the concrete. We do
offer many Stampable Overlay Systems that start at $8.50 sq ft. Driveways Start at $1.75 $2.25 Depending on Sq Ft.

New Pour Concrete Projects are between $8- $15 a sq ft depending on thickness.
Reseals/Repairs are based on the project and the level of damage to the floor, but
typically run between $1.50 and $9 a square foot.
Our Garage Systems start at $4.50 sq ft and are done with commercial grade materials and
are guaranteed against hot tire pick up & oil staining & UV stable, vehicular grade
products. Polyaspartic top coat & Full Flake System
Counter tops start at $85 sq ft, but these are truly one of a kind and a beautiful rustic
alternative to "perfect" stones, i.e. granite, silestone, etc.
Some project may require fuel/travel charges due to distance.
Our project minimum price for New Braunfels and close surrounding areas is $825 for a
basic stain and seal.....one color no engraving.

